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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

Every defendant in the Salvadoran criminal system is guaranteed three fundamental rights by the state. First, the Constitution of El Salvador guarantees that “Every person accused of a crime will be presumed innocent until proven guilty, in accordance with the law, and in a public trial, during which all the necessary guarantees for their defense are ensured.” Second, the Salvadoran Penal Code guarantees, “In case of doubt, the judge must find in favor of the defendant.” And third, the Organic Law of the Attorney General of the Republic states that the Attorney General must pursue the truth, not the prosecution of the defendant. It should be impartial and act with total objectivity, ensuring only that the law is applied correctly. Specifically, in cases of “crimes and offenses (the Attorney General) should investigate not only the facts and circumstances that attribute liability to the defendant, or exacerbate liability, but also those (facts and circumstances) that absolve, extinguish, or attenuate said liability.”

In the case of 17 Salvadoran women jailed for the “aggravated homicide” of their newborn babies, these three rights have been systematically violated. In these cases, women testified that their babies died either due to an obstetrical emergency or another complication surrounding the birth. And in each of these cases, at every stage of the judicial process, the state aggressively pursued the mother’s prosecution instead of pursuing the truth, beginning at the moment of the arrest and culminating in the moment of sentencing. This report documents the systematic discrimination against these seventeen women at each moment in the judicial process. To illustrate:

• The police who investigated the alleged crimes only gathered evidence that would incriminate the women, and consistently failed to gather evidence that would corroborate the women’s story. Moreover, the police regularly let civilians—including women’s neighbors or employers—do the work of gathering evidence, thus contaminating both the scene of the crime and the credibility of the interviews.
• The doctors who treated the women post-partum routinely failed to investigate likely birth complications. In many cases, the most basic medical information, like women’s estimated blood loss or women’s blood pressure, was simply not reported. Even in cases where these data exist, the medical staff regularly failed to interpret the data for the courts (nor did the Attorney General ask for an interpretation). For example, doctors failed to note when a woman’s excessive bleeding at the time of birth would have resulted in her acting dazed, confused, and incoherent—a physiological consequence of not getting sufficient oxygen to the brain. Such incoherent actions have been used to incriminate many of the Salvadoran 17, without any analysis of the potential medical causes underlying them. The medical staff’s assumption of women’s guilt was sometimes literally inscribed in women’s medical charts, where they have written notes like “patient apparently killed her newborn.” Such assumptions, shared through the chart with all medical personnel on the case, would clearly shape not only the care that a patient receives, but also the medical data that doctors collect: if a patient is assumed guilty, then data that corroborates her experience of an obstetrical emergency is simply not collected.

• The forensic specialists in Legal Medicine regularly made statements to the courts that contradicted information found in basic forensic textbooks. For example, medical forensics regularly used a “lung flotation test” to “prove” live birth, without acknowledging that leading forensic experts have rejected this test for more than a century due to the possibility that it generates false positives. Medical forensic specialists conducting autopsies up to 30 hours after the infant death often reported that the tiny bodies showed “no putrefaction,” when forensic textbooks note that putrefaction starts within four hours of death. Medical forensic specialists regularly reported that infants were born ‘full term,’ but the information to support this conclusion was frequently missing or contradictory. In some cases, even the most basic information—like fetal weight—was simply missing from the autopsy. In several cases, the autopsies reported abnormalities in the tiny bodies, but failed to discuss whether these abnormalities could result in complications leading to stillbirth.

• The Fiscalía (Attorney General) in El Salvador is charged with investigating the truth, not with seeking a guilty verdict. Nevertheless, the Fiscalía routinely failed to ask for testimonies or medical reports that would evaluate the veracity of the women’s claims. To the contrary, the Fiscalía only seemed to collect evidence that would incriminate. In some cases, the Fiscalía did not present evidence that favored the defendants’ innocence, even when they had it in their possession. If one were to only read the Fiscalía’s theory of what happened in their “Statement of Events,” as presented at the beginning of each case history, one would undoubtedly conclude that the defendant was guilty. However, upon reading the complete facts of the case, it soon becomes evident that the Fiscalía’s statements of events frequently make claims that have little foundation in the facts of the case.
• The judges hearing the women's cases frequently admitted only the evidence that supported a guilty verdict, and systematically excluded evidence that supported the women's testimony. For example, judges admitted testimonies from neighbors who condemned the women (even when the data in their testimonies was highly suspect), but refused to admit testimony from neighbors who supported the women’s telling of the events. In some cases, the autopsies concluded that the cause of infant death was undetermined and may have been due to natural causes; meanwhile, the fiscalia was unable to show any motive for why the mother would want to kill her child. Despite this paucity of evidence or motive, the judges still condemned the women for murder. The gender bias that underlies the systematic discrimination in these cases is perhaps best illustrated in the judges’ final statements: women, who appear to have been guilty of nothing more than suffering an obstetrical emergency, are accused of aggravated homicide simply because, as mothers, they should have done more to prevent the infant’s death.

“Such is the case that (the defendant) has two other children, and therefore knows what it means to give birth, and knows the care that she should take with a newborn…”

“(The accused) injured the legal life of a newborn baby which, by the fact of being born alive, had the right to exist and to be protected from its birth, especially by its mother”

”... The conduct and attitude shown by the defendant is characterized by an omission which manifested at the moment of the birth; this same lack of timely assistance, and not wanting to cooperate by going to a health care center, were the causes leading to the death of the child …”

The lack of careful judicial evaluation of these cases is further evidenced by the speed with which these cases have been decided. Whereas many homicide cases in El Salvador languish in the courts for years,¹ these women’s cases were all concluded within 4-18 months of sentencing. More than half of the cases were decided in seven months or less, and in only three cases did the courts require more than a year to sentence women to decades in prison.

In stark contrast to the courts’ findings, our analysis concludes that the legal and medical facts in the majority of these cases correspond with medical emergency—not with homicide. More importantly, in none of these cases does the evidence provided in trial seem to prove women’s guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.

¹ See, for example, these news articles from El Diario de Hoy:
http://www.elsalvador.com/mwedh/nota/notaCompleta.asp?idCat=47859&idArt=7948887
http://www.elsalvador.com/mwedh/nota/notaCompleta.asp?idCat=75014&idArt=8005309
Our analysis also concludes that the biggest challenge before the Salvadoran Supreme Court at this juncture is the lack of objective data to determine what really happened in the moments surrounding the birth of these infants. The police, forensic specialists, and the Fiscaldía routinely failed to collect the data that one would need to make an informed decision about the cases. More egregiously yet, we provide documentation that the limited evidence that was collected has been systematically and consistently biased in favor of incrimination. Given the state’s demonstrated unwillingness to investigate evidence or argumentation that would have supported women’s acquittal, and given our medical experts’ statements that it is not only possible, but also probable, that many of these women suffered obstetrical emergencies, we conclude that the Salvadoran state has committed an injustice against these 17 women. We hope the Salvadoran Supreme Court reads carefully this report and makes amends for the failings of the lower courts by granting pardons to the women, letting them return to their homes, their lives, and their children.

The conclusions in this note were reached after analyzing the court documents from these 17 cases. The documents were obtained from the women’s legal representation, and with the women’s signed consent. Each of the 17 cases was approximately 500 pages long. The documents were first reviewed, analyzed, and summarized by a team comprised of the two authors (one a sociologist, the other a lawyer), two additional Salvadoran lawyers, and a Salvadoran medical specialist. The summarized case histories, plus the medical and forensic data from the cases were then shared with medical experts in forensics (Dr. Gregory Davis), and obstetrics and gynecology (Drs Christine Curry and Jodi Abbott) in the United States. These experts provided written expert opinions to the courts, and agreed that their written opinions could be documented here. Our analyses are based on the evidence from the case files, the testimony of our medical experts, and a few independent interviews collected with family members of the 17.

We develop our argument through the following steps. First, we review three cases in close detail to demonstrate what we mean by a “consistent bias towards incrimination.” We then discuss how the biases detailed in these three cases are part of a larger pattern that extends throughout the 17. Finally, we conclude that current judicial practice in El Salvador puts at risk any woman who suffers an obstetrical emergency while outside of a medical facility. Importantly, poor women, women from rural areas, women living in situations of violence and abuse, and women with disabilities are among the most vulnerable to prosecution, given constraints on their ability to access help in an emergency situation.

I. IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS OF THREE CASES

CASE #1: MARIA TERESA

In November 2011, 28-year-old Maria Teresa lived with her six year old son and his elderly grandparents in una champita de lamina in Mejicanos. Although the father of her son had abandoned them many years early, Maria Teresa continued to live with her ex-compañero’s parents. Her salaries from working in the maquila and cleaning houses provided the
household’s only regular income, and her mother-in-law helped her with childcare and household tasks in return. The family was poor, but Maria Teresa always managed to make sure there was food on the table, medicine for her son’s asthma, and enough extra money to pay the $13 tuition every month for her son to attend the neighborhood’s Catholic mission school. In addition to providing a high quality education, attendance at this school ensured her son was in a safe environment, even given the criminal violence that characterized the broader neighborhood. When her mother-in-law, Ana, was sick and bedridden, Maria Teresa nursed her for almost a year. “I loved her like my own daughter,” Ana professed.

The day of the incident, Maria Teresa had felt fine. She had worked a full day at the factory; she had eaten dinner, talked and laughed with neighbors after work; and she had helped her young son with his homework before going to bed. She had even commented to her mother-in-law that evening that her period was especially heavy that month. Maria Teresa had in fact been having regular bleeding (as if menstruating) for months; she had no idea that she was pregnant.

Nevertheless, Maria Teresa awoke in the middle of the night with a great thirst. When she got up to get a drink of water, she became very dizzy and she fainted. Upon regaining consciousness, she felt a powerful urge to go to the bathroom. She sat in the latrine, felt several powerful cramps, and then felt as if a little ball fell out of her body. She tried to return to the house, but passed out again and fell to the ground. The sound of the fall must have awoken her mother-in-law, Ana, who found her drifting in and out of consciousness in a pool of blood. With the help of a neighbor, Ana called an ambulance from the Salvadoran Red Cross. Neither Maria Teresa, Ana, the neighbors, or the paramedics who arrived ever reported hearing any sounds of a baby from within the latrine. The ambulance took Maria Teresa to the hospital, where doctors told a shocked Maria Teresa that she had given birth to a baby. Maria Teresa’s blood pressure was only 60/40 when she arrived at the hospital, and she was still losing consciousness. The medical records conclude that Maria Teresa was experiencing “hypovolemic shock” from extreme blood loss. However, in the doctors’ reports to the courts, this shock was never mentioned. The doctor’s only answered the Fiscalía’s questions about whether she had given birth.

The fetal autopsy reported that Maria Teresa’s baby was full term, but it never reported the baby’s weight, because, as someone wrote on the form, “there wasn’t any scale.” Maria Teresa says her last intimate relation with a man was in May of 2011, which would have put the baby at more like 6 months gestation. Given that no one saw any signs of pregnancy in Maria Teresa—not her coworkers, her neighbors, her church congregation, or even the family she lived with—a six month fetus is perhaps much more credible than a “full term” fetus. Regardless, when a forensic specialist makes conclusions about gestational age without even finding a scale to weigh the baby, then those conclusions generate suspicion.

The autopsy clearly stated that there was no evidence of trauma to the baby, either external or internal. The autopsy further concluded that there was no fecal matter in either the infant’s lungs or in its stomach. Nevertheless, the autopsy concluded that the baby was born alive “because the lungs floated.” This conclusion references a highly controversial
forensic test by which lungs that float in liquid are presumed to have had air breathed into them. Not only has this test been regularly rejected by the medical community (discussed in more detail below), it also directly contradicts the autopsy's other findings. Specifically, the same autopsy concluded that the baby died from “perinatal asphyxiation,” which the forensic doctors stated could have happened before, during, or after birth. Thus, the autopsy concludes simultaneously that the baby was definitely born alive and took a breath, and also that the baby might have died inside its mother’s womb.

Medical experts from the United States who have reviewed Maria Teresa’s case conclude that there is no reason to doubt Maria Teresa’s testimony.

First, doctors Christine Curry and Jodi Abbott note that, while unusual, obstetricians in the US regularly encounter women who do not realize they are pregnant until they are already in labor and delivering (See Appendix for Expert Letters). Women who are most at risk for not realizing they are pregnant until late in their pregnancy are women who, like Maria Teresa, experience continued intermittent vaginal bleeding during their pregnancy, women who are overweight, and women who live in poverty. According to a German study, one out of every 475 pregnancies in Berlin during a one-year period was unrecognized by the mother until late in the pregnancy, and was diagnosed only when the woman interfaced with the health-care system. Two thirds of these women had been pregnant previously and yet remained unable to detect their pregnancy symptoms correctly. The phenomena of women not realizing they are pregnant until they are in labor is indeed common enough that a U.S. television station ran four seasons of a reality TV show called “I Didn’t Know I was Pregnant.” Simply searching the internet for “woman didn’t realize she was pregnant” brings up any number of newspaper articles documenting similar stories. For example:

Trish Staine had just finished running 10 miles while training for a half-marathon when she started going into labor. The mother of three said she hadn't gained any weight or felt any fetal movement in the months before and had no idea she was pregnant. (Teicher 2013, Slate.com)

(Amanda) Burger, of Cedar Falls, Iowa, was already a mother of an 11-year-old when, unbeknownst to her, she became pregnant…She had no indication that pregnancy had happened except for a general “weird” feeling that prompted her to take several pregnancy tests… all three came up negative….She had no nausea, slept on her stomach, and never felt the baby kicking….She still experienced bleeding every month….She was 36 weeks pregnant when she awoke around 4 a.m. one morning with severe cramping…she and her husband went to the hospital (where she found out she was pregnant and delivered 2


3 See http://www.discoveryfitandhealth.com/tv-shows/i-didnt-know-i-was-pregnant or http://www.slate.com/articles/health_and_science/explainer/2013/06/unexpected_birth_how_can_a_woman_not_know_she_s_pregnant_until_she_has_the.html
Burger's sense of a general “weird” feeling corresponds well with Maria Teresa’s report. Maria Teresa had gone to the doctor early in the pregnancy for pains in her lower abdomen, and was only diagnosed with a bladder infection. She had gone again later in the pregnancy for back pain, but reports that the doctors only told her that the pains were caused by her large breasts. Even Maria Teresa’s doctors failed to correctly diagnose her pregnancy.

Second, our medical experts state that there are several medical explanations that correspond well to Maria Teresa’s medical data, reported symptoms, and testimony. They note that Maria Teresa’s reports of bleeding during the second and third trimesters of her pregnancy is a clear sign of a pregnancy complication. For example, a placental abruption, where the placenta separates from the inside of the uterus, would account for Maria Teresa’s symptoms of intermittent bleeding, back pain, and rapid birth. According to Mayo Clinic, a placental abruption might also account for why Maria Teresa’ stomach seemed not to grow, as a slow placental abruption might slow the baby’s growth or generate low levels of amniotic fluid. Importantly, a placental abruption would deprive the in-utero baby of needed oxygen and nutrients, and thus account for a baby suffocating inside its mother’s womb—and through no fault of the mother herself.

Another condition that could explain Maria Teresa’s experience is cervical incompetence. Women with this condition have a cervix that opens large enough for the baby to fall out with few if any contractions. According to medical experts Curry and Abbott, “Not uncommonly, women with this condition deliver into toilets due to their feeling of extreme pressure without pain, and the rapid expulsion of the baby with few contractions.” Again, if a woman did not know she was pregnant, and was not under medical care, she could not know she suffered from this condition.

Third, our doctors note that Maria Teresa’s reported medical condition was critical at the time of birth. The medical records note that she lost consciousness, had a blood pressure of 60/40, and was in a state of “hypovolemic shock” upon arrival at the hospital. Hypovolemic shock occurs when the body loses more than 1/5 of its blood supply, and is unable to get sufficient oxygen to its organs, including the brain. The lack of blood to the brain would result in Maria Teresa appearing, anxious, confused, or lethargic at the moment of the incident. Indeed, our medical experts conclude that it is surprising that Maria Teresa survived her complicated delivery.

Despite the above evidence, Maria Teresa’s judge found her guilty of aggravated homicide and sentenced her to 40 years in jail. It only took 8 months from the moment of her arrest to the moment of her sentencing. The judge admitted that there was no evidence that

---

5 [http://www.cnn.com/2012/07/05/health/living-well/pregnant-no-symptoms/](http://www.cnn.com/2012/07/05/health/living-well/pregnant-no-symptoms/)
Maria Teresa had done anything to hurt her baby. The judge also admitted that there was no evidence of any motive for why she would want to kill her baby. Nevertheless, the judge decided that Maria Teresa was guilty for the following three reasons:

1. The judge argued that it was not credible that Maria Teresa, a 28 year old mother with a high school education, did not know she was pregnant, especially given that the baby was “full term.”

As stated above, there is little reason to believe that the baby was full term, given that the medical forensic office did not even have a scale with which to conduct the autopsy. And there is simply no reason to doubt Maria Teresa’s statement that she did not know she was pregnant, given that many women in high resource environments have also failed to realize they were pregnant until they were in labor; given that none of her friends, family or neighbors had noticed any signs of pregnancy; and given that when Maria Teresa went to the doctor on several occasions, even the doctors failed to realize she was pregnant.

2. The judge claims that the baby was unequivocally born alive and then died because the lungs floated, and because the umbilical cord was tattered and then “separated by a mechanical action.”

The judge could not have known that medical forensics was in error here in two aspects. First, as we discuss in greater detail below, the lung flotation test is known to be faulty. And second, US forensic experts have demonstrated that it is impossible to tell whether an umbilical cord has been cut or torn, as cutting sometimes leaves the edges tattered, and tearing sometimes leaves the edges clean. A forensic conclusion that the cord was separated by “a mechanical action” tells us nothing about what happened the night of the infant’s birth (See Appendix).

However, the judge is indeed guilty for not asking the forensic specialists to clarify the contradictions in the report. How can they claim the baby was full term if they didn’t even have a scale with which to weigh it? How can they claim that the fetus was born alive AND that the fetus may have suffocated in utero at the same time?

3. The judge prioritized the testimony of a witness who claims that Maria Teresa knew she was pregnant, over the testimony of several neighbors who claim that the pregnancy was a complete surprise.

The judge specifically disregarded as unreliable testimony from neighbors and friends who stated that they never saw any signs that Maria Teresa was pregnant, and that Maria Teresa never mentioned any such pregnancy to them. The judge ruled these testimonies unreliable because they were friends of the defendant. The judge prioritized instead the testimony of the head of human resources in the maquila where Maria Teresa worked. She claimed that Maria Teresa reported a pregnancy to her in January of 2011, and took personal days because of it. Had Maria Teresa truly reported a pregnancy to her employer in January of 2011, she would have been 11 months pregnant when the birth occurred in November. Given that babies only take nine months to develop, this testimony is nothing
short of preposterous. Nevertheless, this is the only witness testimony that the judge deems “credible” in the final sentencing.

In the end, despite the absence of any reliable evidence that the baby was born alive; despite the complete lack of evidence of any wrongdoing, despite admitting that “we have not been able to determine the motive that propelled the defendant,” and despite the fact that the cause of death was listed as perinatal asphyxia—which is a medical condition, and not a criminal act—the judge gave his own interpretation of the facts as follows:

“The above (facts) allow one to conclude that the defendant knew perfectly well that she was pregnant, given her experience of being a mother, her age, and her cultural assets, she could not have ignored the lack of her menstrual period, (she knew) she was in this state of pregnancy, and as a result, she had an obligation to take care of and protect the little one that she carried in her stomach, and given this situation, the fact that she approached the mentioned latrine, she did so with the intention to violently expel it (the fetus) so that, in its (the latrine’s) interior, (the fetus) wouldn’t have the opportunity to breath, thus causing it to die, to then say that she had an abortion; without foreseeing that this (plan) would become complicated and that she would be obliged to check into a hospital, rescued by members of the Red Cross; from there the cause of the (fetal) death, that according to the autopsy, was concluded to be perinatal asphyxiation.”

In one place in his sentencing, the judge stated that Maria Teresa “decided to carry out her criminal plan within the area of her household, looking for a moment during which there weren’t any other persons around to carry out this homicide,” as if a woman has complete control over when, where and how her body will give birth.

It is perhaps worth reiterating that Maria Teresa had experienced intermittent vaginal bleeding throughout the pregnancy that she interpreted as her menstrual period, and that even the doctors she had visited did not realize she was pregnant. It is perhaps worth reiterating that there were no signs of trauma on the baby, either externally or internally. It is perhaps worth reiterating that, despite the judge’s conclusion that the baby died from suffocating within the latrine, the fetal lungs were clean with no sign of fecal matter or other materials inside them. Rather, the autopsy concluded that the baby died of a medical condition—perinatal asphyxiation—that could have occurred before, during, or after the birth. Clearly, there is no evidence in these documents proving homicide.

Maria Teresa has served three years of her forty-year sentence. Her son, Oscar, now nine, has suffered extensively since losing his mother. When Maria Teresa went to jail, he not only lost the love of his mother, but also the only income in his household that kept him well fed, well-clothed, and in a Catholic mission school. It is difficult to imagine what will happen to Oscar, living with his impoverished grandmother in their chumpita de lamina, without his mother to help him move forward.
CASE #2: CARMEN

Originally from a rural zone, eighteen-year-old Carmen was working as a domestic employee in an urban area of El Salvador in October 2007. She had never had a boyfriend, and she had never before been pregnant. She earned only $80 per month.

Nine months earlier, Carmen had been raped by a man whom she says also sexually abused her sister. Carmen had not realized that the rape left her pregnant, perhaps in part because her stomach never grew (as confirmed by her employer), and perhaps in part because the trauma of the rape made it psychologically difficult, if not impossible, to acknowledge the pregnancy.

Carmen began to experience back and pelvic pains at about 5:00 a.m. on a Sunday morning. It remains unclear how long it took for her to realize that these were labor pains, but at about 6:00 p.m. that same evening, Carmen delivered a small baby with assistance from her girlfriend, Kayla. The baby did not move or cry. Carmen panicked when she realized that the baby was dead. She hid its small body in a plastic bag under the corner of her bed, and then she lay in that very same bed, bleeding, for the rest of the night.

The next morning, Carmen’s employer, Karla, found Carmen still lying in bed, trembling violently, with blood on her legs. Carmen told Karla that her period had come especially hard that month. Karla asked Carmen if she was still capable of taking care of her baby while she went to work, and Carmen responded in the affirmative. After Karla left, Carmen got up, bathed and changed herself, cared for Karla’s young child, and even left the house to buy tortillas, all while continuing to suffer from a heavy vaginal hemorrhage.

Later in the day, Karla returned to the house to find Carmen still bleeding heavily, and she decided to take Carmen to the hospital. The court documents disagree about when Carmen arrived at the hospital: Karla reports that she took Carmen to the hospital at about 1:00 in the afternoon; hospital documents register Carmen’s arrival at 4:45 p.m.; and the doctor who examined her reported that Carmen entered the hospital at about 8:20 in the evening. Despite this disagreement, we can say with relative certainty that Carmen had been hemorrhaging for somewhere around 24 hours by the time she finally received medical help. Karla reports having to fill out Carmen’s paper work, and having to sit with Carmen in the waiting room, because Carmen was so ill that she could no longer speak coherently, and she was continually losing consciousness.

The doctor who finally treated Carmen reported that she was suffering from “a heavy vaginal hemorrhage.” Although he never documented the estimated blood loss, the fact that Carmen was incoherent and losing consciousness in the waiting area suggests that she was experiencing hypovolemic shock. Carmen’s blood work also shows that she was suffering from extreme anemia.

---

7 Names of witnesses have been changed throughout this report to protect the anonymity of the individuals.
Carmen told the doctor that her heavy bleeding was due to a sexual act, but upon examination, the doctor realized that Carmen had actually given birth. The doctor (or the nurse, depending upon which court document you read) then reported this information to Karla, Carmen’s employer, in direct violation of professional ethics surrounding medical privacy. Upon hearing that Carmen had given birth, Karla called her ex-compañero and asked him to go search her home for the fetus. Meanwhile, the doctor reported Carmen to the police for a suspected abortion. Over the course of the investigation, the abortion charge was upgraded to aggravated homicide.

Later that evening, after Carmen apparently told her employer specifically where to look, someone finally found the small cadaver under Carmen’s bed. Again, the court documents provide wildly contradictory reports about how the body was discovered. Some documents say that it was Karla herself who found the body; others say that it was Karla’s ex-compañero; still others say that the police accompanied the ex-compañero to the house where they found the body together. It is impossible to weigh the validity of these various versions, as neither the Fiscalía nor the Judge ever saw fit to ask the ex-compañero to testify, nor did they ask for testimony from the two police officers who eventually transported the body to Legal Medicine (Indeed, one judge said that the two officers’ testimonies would be ‘irrelevant’). The only certainty we can take away from these varied reports is that (1) at least two or three civilians spent significant time in Carmen’s room looking for the baby, thus contaminating any evidence at the scene, and (2) that it took several searches to find the fetus, because there was no lightbulb in Carmen’s room, which everyone agreed made it very hard to see.

Despite the extensive contamination of the scene, the autopsy found “no external or internal evidence of trauma” on the fetus. The forensic doctor listed the cause of fetal death as “Undetermined,” and concluded, “with the available studies completed, it is not possible to determine the cause of death.”

The autopsy also reported several inconsistencies that the forensic doctor never purported to explain. First, the baby’s measurements were incongruent, measuring 52 cm tall, 2500 grams in weight, and with a plantar foot length of only 5 cm. Generally speaking, these measures correspond with the height of a 9-month-old baby, the weight of a 7- or 8-month-old baby, and the foot length of a 5-month-old baby. The forensic report takes no notice whatsoever of the unusual measurements, leaving us unsure whether they reflect a medical abnormality in the fetus, or measurement error on behalf of the forensic specialist.

Second, the fetal autopsy lists in the Histopathology Report that the infant’s heart suffered from “vascular congestion.” Yet the report offered no explanation as to what might have caused such vascular congestion, or whether it, like the asymmetrical fetal measurements, might be indicative of a health problem that could result in stillbirth.

Third, the autopsy put the time of death at 18-24 hours earlier, although the timeline in other court documents regularly put the time of death at more like 40 hours earlier. Regardless of which time is correct, the autopsy states that the body suffered from “no
putrefaction,” a statement that seems unlikely given the many hours that had passed between the death and the autopsy.

Finally, despite the fact that the autopsy clearly states that the cause of death was undetermined; and despite the fact that the autopsy clearly states that there were no signs of trauma to the baby’s body, either externally or internally; the autopsy nevertheless classified the “type of death” as “violent.” Legal Medicine never provides any reasoning for this classification at any point in the trial.

It is perhaps logical to conclude that Carmen’s ordeal should have ended upon the completion of the fetal autopsy. The cause of the baby’s death was “undetermined,” and the autopsy even reported medical abnormalities in the fetus that could potentially be related to a stillbirth. How could a court reasonably proceed with a homicide trial when there was quite literally zero evidence that any homicide had occurred?

Yet Carmen’s trial did continue. And throughout the trial, the Fiscalía routinely stated in court documents that the newborn had been “violently assassinated in an intentional manner by the young woman, Carmen”—an assertion that, despite its frequent repetition, was never once supported by evidence.

Our careful review of the court documents revealed numerous lapses in due process during Carmen’s trial. To illustrate: at one point, a Judge noted that no psychiatric evaluation of the defendant was included in the court documents, despite the fact that the Fiscalía had stated in writing that this evaluation had been submitted. The judge mandated that the Fiscalía submit the missing report, but the Fiscalía never complied. The judge also told the Fiscalía that it must get testimony from Carmen’s friend, Kayla, who reportedly was present when Carmen gave birth. But rather than finding Carmen’s friend, Kayla, the Fiscalía instead re-interviewed Carmen’s employer, Karla. Karla spent much of this second interview vociferously negating that she had been present when Carmen gave birth. It thus appears that the Fiscalía was so careless in reading the judge’s instructions that they confused the request for Kayla’s testimony with a request for Karla’s testimony, simply because the two women’s first names were similar.

Such oversights, equivocations, and omissions were a consistent reality throughout Carmen’s trial. The Fiscalía never provided the court with a psychiatric evaluation, even though Carmen had suffered the trauma of a rape, which may have influenced her ability to recognize her pregnancy. The Fiscalía made no attempt to get testimony from Carmen’s friend, Kayla, who had been present at the birth and who could attest to whether the baby was born dead. The Fiscalía made no attempt to get testimony from Carmen’s sister, who presumably witnessed her rape. The Fiscalía made no attempt to get testimony from Karla’s ex-compañero, who by Karla’s account had repeatedly entered Carmen’s room looking for the fetus. Nor was there any testimony from the two police officers who may or may not have been present when the fetus was discovered, because the judge argued such testimony would be irrelevant. In the end, the only witnesses to give testimony in the entire trial were Karla, Carmen's employer of 7 months, and the obstetrician who treated
Carmen in the hospital (and who incidentally stated in his testimony that he couldn’t remember the name of the defendant).

The court documents reflect a similar sloppiness. As mentioned above, written statements routinely provided contradictory evidence on key aspects of the trial, such as when Carmen arrived at the hospital, who told Carmen’s employer about the baby, and even who discovered the body of the dead fetus. Indeed, the court documents could not even agree on whether the plastic bag in which the baby was found came from the “Despensa de Don Juan” or the “Super Selectos.” At one point, a court resolution actually confused Carmen’s case with that of another, stating that “there is sufficient evidence to estimate that the defendants ANTONIO ROLANDO and SAMUEL RAFAEL are the probable authors of the crime,” suggesting that the judge was literally cutting and pasting his decision about Carmen from what he had written for an earlier homicide case, rather than providing a thoughtful analysis of the situation at hand. And it bears repeating that the Fiscalía continued to write in its briefs that Carmen had violently killed her newborn, despite a complete absence of evidence that any crime had been committed against the baby.

Carmen’s trial lasted only four months from the day of her arrest to the day of her sentencing. The judge admitted in the sentencing that there was no direct evidence of Carmen’s guilt, yet he nevertheless argued that there were sufficient “indicators” that, when taken together, allowed him to prove Carmen’s guilt beyond a shadow of a doubt. He found Carmen guilty of aggravated homicide, and sentenced her to 30 years in prison.

In the end, the sentencing judge provided only one rationale for Carmen’s guilty verdict: he argued that Carmen must have been guilty of homicide because she hid the pregnancy and lied about the birth to both her employer and her doctor. In an earlier statement, a different judge had also attributed guilt to Carmen because she did not seek medical help during the child’s birth. Taken together, these judges justified their guilty verdicts solely on their contention that Carmen did not act appropriately at the moment of the birth. Given that Carmen was an 18-year-old rape victim, who had not even allowed herself to realize that she was pregnant, who had no money, who had no family nearby, who did not even have a light in her room, who suddenly found herself giving birth in her employer’s house, who was further traumatized when she delivered a dead fetus, and who lost so much blood that she could not even speak or maintain consciousness when she was questioned by the doctor the following day, we argue that the judges’ expectations of appropriate behavior reflect a remarkable insensitivity to the reality of Carmen’s situation.

More importantly, we reiterate that whether or not Carmen behaved appropriately in the judges’ eyes is irrelevant to establishing whether a crime had been committed. Even if we believe that Carmen hid her pregnancy, the fact is that hiding a pregnancy is not a crime in El Salvador. Even if we believe that Carmen lied to her doctor, the fact is that lying is not a crime in El Salvador. And even if we wish that Carmen had sought medical help at the moment of her delivery, despite her precarious health and lack of economic means, the fact is that giving birth in one’s home is not a crime in El Salvador. Yet somehow the judge argued that this series of perfectly legal actions somehow adds up to the most heinous of crimes—aggravated homicide—and warrants a 30-year prison sentence.
We quote the judge at some length to illustrate clearly the rationale he provides for his verdict.

“The Court considers that, given the defendant’s concealment of the fact that she was pregnant; given the defendant’s concealment of the fact that she had given birth from both her employer as well as in the hospital where she was given emergency treatment; given the different versions provided by the defendant in relation to her hemorrhage or bleeding; and (given) the shape and place in which the newborn was found; (the Court) determines that the defendant did act with the knowledge and the intention to commit the investigated act, all of which is clear from the evidence already presented (declarations from the employer and the gynecologist who attended her in the hospital; the Act of Recognition of the Cadaver; the autopsy and the DNA exam), which taken together constitute “indicios,” or probabilities of the defendant’s delinquent participation. And taking into account that a “probability” refers to facts or acts in the past that, once known and proven, can serve to infer the truth or falsehood of other events; consequently the “probability” becomes a proven fact that serves as a type of evidence, not to prove, but to presume, the existence of another fact, it is useful to help the mind in its work of syllogistic reasoning. In other words there are facts that cannot be directly demonstrated through known tests, but only through the force of reason that comes from uniting isolated data and loose ends in the mind to come to a conclusion....

“The Court has critically examined the connection between the “indicios” in a global form; this connection leads univocally to a firm conclusion about lawful participation, arriving to a firm judgment, legitimated by the method of critical examination which was followed, that the defendant Carmen is responsible and therefore guilty of the crime of AGGRAVATED HOMICIDE against her newborn...which given the above is classified as an INTENTIONAL crime.”

Remarkably, at the moment in the statement where the judge is expected to discuss the “action” for which Carmen is condemned, he simply writes that Carmen committed an unspecified “action,” making clear that the judge himself has no idea what Carmen supposedly did to warrant a homicide verdict:

“ACTION: In accordance with the evidence obtained in the present case it is determined that the defendant, CARMEN, performed an action that affected a legally protected life, given that the defendant actively produced the death of a NEWBORN, who was her son, thereby causing irreparable harm...

The judge also acknowledges in several places that the court was never able to determine a motive for the crime:

“INTENT: The defendant’s cognitive awareness of the illegality of her actions, and of her decision to execute those actions, is obvious, so the direct intent is apparent. In terms of the motives that propelled the event: we were unable to reliably determine in trial the motive that led the defendant to cause the death of a newborn.
In sum, Carmen was sentenced to 30 years in prison for allegedly committing an unspecified, unknown, and unmotivated action that somehow resulted in the violent death of her newborn child, all without leaving any marks on its tiny body. During the course of the trial, any evidence that would have supported Carmen’s version of the events—the unexplained abnormalities in the fetal body, the likely effects of severe hemorrhaging on her mental state, the testimony of her friend who witnessed the birth, a psychological evaluation of how she was affected by the trauma of the rape, and so on—were simply never presented. The only possible explanation we can generate for this complete disrespect of due process is that the parties involved—the doctor, the forensic specialist, the Fiscalía, and the judges—were quite simply determined to find Carmen guilty regardless of the evidence. Carmen, now 25, has already served 7 years of her 30-year sentence.

**CASE #3: MIRNA**

Mirna was 34 years old in May 2002. She lived in a relatively rural area on the outskirts of San Salvador. Her family was very poor, very religious, and very loving, as reported by both neighbors and the social worker’s analysis. Mirna had always been a hard worker, leaving school in fourth grade to take a job as a machine embroiderer in a factory. Most recently, she had been running a small store in her community.

Mirna married Miguel at age 19. Miguel worked in a shoe factory. Both Mirna and her husband independently reported a happy, stable relationship of 15 years, and the social worker’s analysis concurred. Yet Mirna and Miguel did not have any children during the first 11 years of their relationship. Finally, at the age of 30, Mirna gave birth to a boy. The child was delivered prematurely by cesarean because he had a birth defect called hydrocephaly, and he died 4 months after his birth.

When Mirna became pregnant again at age 34, she only told her husband and her mother. One can imagine, after such difficulty with conception and birth defects in the past, that they were very anxious about things going wrong again, and thus were hesitant to share the news of the pregnancy with the wider community. The whole family testifies that they were waiting with great anticipation the birth of this child, but they all report significant pregnancy complications as well. Throughout the entire pregnancy, Mirna had backaches and significant vaginal bleeding. Mirna and her husband said they did not go to pre-natal care because they decided to leave things in the hands of God, and because they believed they did not have enough money to pay for the exams that the doctor would likely order.

In May 2002, Mirna began to feel stomach pains. She thought she needed to defecate, so she went to use the latrine at a neighbor’s home. To her horror, she accidentally birthed her daughter into the latrine. The baby was premature—Mirna thought she was 7 months along; the doctors reported that the baby was 36 weeks, or 8 months, in gestation, although they provided no rationale for how gestational age was determined. Three neighbors quickly retrieved the baby from the latrine, and the little girl survived.
These are the facts about which everyone agrees. However, significant disagreement begins when it comes to what happened after the baby was born.

According to Mirna’s mother, after Mirna felt the baby fall into the latrine, she returned to the house deeply traumatized, pale, bleeding, sweating, and feverish. She told her mother about the baby, and Mirna’s mother immediately told her younger daughter, Meybel, to run to a neighbor’s house for help. The neighbor, Andrea, called the health promoter, Lucinda. Amanda and Lucinda then stopped another neighbor, Juan Jose on the street. Together, with the help of Juan Jose’s lasso, the three were able to pull the baby out of the latrine. The baby was covered in feces, but they all reported hearing its cries from inside the latrine. Lucinda says the baby was not breathing well at the moment it was pulled out of the latrine and that she gave it first aid to help it survive. Nevertheless, by the time any authority arrived, the baby was crying strongly, suggesting that it was breathing well.

Andrea’s story and Juan Jose’s story correspond well to the narrative of Mirna’s mother. Andrea says she became aware of the baby in the latrine when Mirna’s little sister, Meybel, came to her house and told her what had happened. Andrea then says she looked for help, finding Lucinda and Juan Jose. Juan Jose concurs that he was approached by Andrea and Lucinda and told about the baby crying in the latrine.

Where the story differs significantly, however, is the testimony of Luncinda. In her initial testimony, Lucinda is the hero of the story at every turn. Lucinda told the police that she personally heard the baby’s cries in the latrine, and that she personally went to look for help. Despite the reported crying of the baby just a few minutes earlier, Lucinda reports that the baby had stopped breathing by the time they extracted it from the latrine, and that she gave it first aid (presumably mouth to mouth resuscitation) to save its life. Lucinda then reports going to personally “interrogate” Mirna. She says that Mirna initially denied that the baby was her own, so Lucinda reminded her that the police’s crime lab would soon arrive, and they would be able to prove that the baby was hers through blood tests, so she had better confess. At that point, Lucinda claims that Mirna confessed that the baby was hers, but that she wanted Lucinda to help her keep the secret. According to Lucinda, Mirna said that her husband was sterile, so she didn’t want him to find out about the pregnancy because he would be angry with her, so she was going to keep the baby and raise her as an adopted child.

Lucinda’s self-reported interrogation continued. The police record Luncinda’s testimony like his:

“She (Lucinda) observed the breasts of the Señora (Mirna), and she observed black nipples, which were hard and leaking a white liquid, symptoms of a lactating woman. (Lucinda) touched (Mirna’s) abdomen and it hurt, and (Lucinda) expressed that (Mirna) was hemorrhaging and had a high temperature and her face was pale.”
Lucinda’s testimony is rife with contradictions. First, all other testimonies conclude that it was Mirna’s little sister Meybel who went to get help first, and that Lucinda was called in after Meybel asked the neighbor, Andrea, for help. Yet Luncinda states that she personally heard the cries of the baby and started the search for help. Lucinda also claims that Mirna confessed that her husband was sterile, when there are abundant medical and social records demonstrating that Mirna and her husband had given birth to another child just four years earlier—albeit a child with a birth defect that died soon after its birth. And oddly, Lucinda provides a detailed description of what Mirna’s breasts looked like, as if Mirna was standing in front of her naked. All other testimonies mention Mirna watching the rescue, but none mention that she was topless.

Despite the clear embellishments in Lucinda’s testimony, the police used this testimony as the sole basis of her arrest. They write that Mirna “had told (Lucinda) that she threw the child into the latrine to avoid problems with her spouse, as he was sterile, a version that was confirmed by the mother of the detained woman, and constituting the reasons for which we proceeded with her detention.” However, the police never interviewed Mirna or her mother, and her mother never mentioned anything of the sort in her later testimony. The only reported motivation for the “crime” was that Lucinda said Mirna confessed to her—a confession the police themselves never heard. Despite the fact that this motive was based on pure hearsay, the police did not feel compelled to further investigate the facts of the case. Specifically, they did not go to the husband’s place of work to ask him whether he knew his wife was pregnant, or whether he believed himself sterile. Had the police interviewed the husband immediately, it would have put an immediate end to the suppositions about motive—suppositions that already relied exclusively on one woman’s suspicious testimony to the police.

There is also disagreement about what Mirna was doing while the rescue occurred. The three rescuers all report that Mirna only watched from a distance, which they thought was strange. Mirna had always been “very collaborative” so they couldn’t understand why she didn’t come forward to help. They also all note that Mirna looked very pale. In contrast, Mirna’s mother reports that both she and Mirna did help—they brought warm water to clean the baby and they brought a blanket in which to wrap the baby. Mirna’s mother also reports that Mirna tried to go to the hospital with the baby, but that someone held her back, and wouldn’t let her go.

By the time the baby arrived at the hospital, the narrative had been set. The baby’s file referred to her as being a victim of “infant abuse,” because she had been “thrown” into a latrine. One medical document even notes that the infant was a victim of “family abandonment” despite the fact that Mirna and Miguel both put their names on the baby’s birth certificate.

At the hospital, the baby was diagnosed with sepsis from swallowing too much feces. The baby was also confirmed to be premature (36 weeks), and to have suffered from a condition called “intrauterine growth restriction,” which generally means that the infant is smaller than expected for its gestational age. According to numerous medical sources, intrauterine growth restriction can be caused by a number of medical factors, including
chromosomal defects in the baby itself, various medical conditions (like infections, anemia, or heart disease) in the mother, or some sort of placental insufficiency. Importantly, the medical factors that cause intrauterine growth restriction are also commonly factors associated with premature or precipitous (fast) births.

Mirna was also taken to the hospital, where they completed a genital exam to prove that she had indeed recently given birth—a claim that, to our reading of the court documents, she had never denied in the first place (except if you believe Lucinda’s testimony). However, despite the fact that many of the witness’ testimonies concurred that Mirna was pale, feverish, sweating, and bleeding at the time of the incident, there is no report of Mirna’s medical condition upon arriving to the hospital in any of the court documents. Even the most basic medical information was missing, including Mirna’s blood pressure, her estimated blood loss, or her likely anemia from the frequent bleeding during her pregnancy. Had Mirna suffered from hypovolemic shock from blood loss, we would medically expect her to act dazed and confused from a lack of oxygen reaching her brain. The fact that Mirna seemed to be in shock at the moment of the rescue was regularly utilized in the trial as evidence of her guilt, yet no one ever discussed the potential physiological factors underlying her dazed behavior.

Although the police did not interview Mirna prior to her arrest, the social worker and psychologist who talked to her in the following months reported that Mirna clearly stated that birthing her baby into the latrine was a tragic accident, and nothing she had done on purpose. Mirna reiterated that she was only 7 months pregnant, that she wanted the baby, and that she had the urge to defecate; she would have never gone to the latrine had she known that the baby was going to come so quickly.

Independent doctors who have reviewed Mirna’s case documents confirm that there are several potential medical explanations for the tragedy, including placental abruption or cervical insufficiency. They write,

“Cervical incompetence is a condition in which women dilate their cervix with few, if any, painful contractions. It is more common with premature deliveries.... Not uncommonly women (with cervical insufficiency) deliver into toilets due to their feeling of extreme pressure without pain.”

These doctors further note that accidental births into toilets can happen even without pregnancy complications. They write,

“Even in hospitals in the US, where pregnant women know they are pregnant and are awaiting their child’s birth in a hospital room, babies are not uncommonly born into ceramic toilet bowls.”

Nevertheless, El Salvador’s Legal Medicine department vehemently argued against the possibility of an accidental birth in their court statements. First, rather than investigating whether the child’s intrauterine growth restriction could have been indicative of a medical condition that also caused the premature birth, the Legal Medicine doctor instead labeled
the baby’s intrauterine growth restriction as “child abuse,” which she argued could be caused by infections, illnesses, or because “the mother tried to hide the pregnancy and there wasn’t much oxygenation.”

Second, the Legal Medicine doctor stated that “at this gestational age...a woman cannot expel the fetus without realizing what is happening, without having contractions, a severe pain, as the process of birth takes time to produce the baby, in other words the birth process cannot go by unperceived, there are back and pelvic pains that are obvious. It is not possible for a woman in this sitting position to expel the product without realizing what is happening.”

After an 18-month trial, the judges found Mirna guilty of the attempted aggravated homicide of her daughter, and they sentenced her to 12.5 years in prison. They based the guilty verdict on two arguments.

First, they cited the Legal Medicine’s doctor’s testimony that it was impossible for Mirna to not realize she was in labor when the baby fell into the latrine as evidence that she purposely threw the baby into the latrine:

“The report of (Legal Medicine) really caught our attention, in that it established that a fetus, being either female or male, cannot be born suddenly without the progenitor feeling labor pains, as prior to giving birth a woman begins the labor of birth, a circumstance that...allows these judges to confirm that the person who threw this newborn into the latrine was conscious of her actions, and it was not accidental.”

Second, the judges argued that the “fact” that Mirna did not help with the baby’s rescue provided evidence that she was trying to get rid of the child:

“We have determined that she was the mother of a newborn who in that moment was being rescued from a latrine, and the defendant didn’t do anything to try to help her daughter, behavior that is not logical for a mother who wants to save her child, a circumstance that leads us judges to think that the defendant did not want her child, but rather wanted to get rid of it, which makes us think that the defendant is the author of the act committed against her newborn.”

It is perhaps worth reiterating that Mirna had not only experienced the psychological shock of accidentally birthing her baby into the latrine, but she also was, by the reports of several witnesses, experiencing a number of physical symptoms including heavy vaginal bleeding, sweating, pale skin, and fever—all symptoms associated with hypovolemic blood loss. If Mirna were in hypovolemic shock, she would be medically expected to act dazed and confused given the lack of oxygen to her brain. However, no medical data about Mirna’s health were ever reported to the courts.

To their credit, the judges formally excluded the suspicious testimony of Lucinda from their final deliberations. However, they failed to acknowledge that this now-unreliable testimony was the sole reason that Mirna was arrested in the first place. The judges also dismissed as unreliable the testimony of Mirna’s mother and husband due to their personal
relationship with the defendant, which means they eliminated the testimony that claimed Mirna tried to help with the rescue and even tried to accompany her baby to the hospital. And most egregiously, the judges never questioned the strained logic behind their own judicial leap, when they concluded that, because Mirna (according to some accounts) did not help with the infant’s rescue, she therefore is guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of trying to violently and intentionally kill her child.

In the end, the judges’ summarized their decision like this:

“This Tribunal has no doubt that the defendant’s behavior was intentional, because who doesn’t know that throwing a newborn baby into a latrine could cause its death.”

Mirna has at this writing served nearly all of her 12 ½ year sentence for the attempted homicide of her daughter—a daughter who has been raised by her father and grandmother while her mother has languished in prison. Her only crime appears to be that she was not able to prevent her body from suffering an obstetrical emergency, and that she somehow did not act appropriately in the midst of the crisis.

II. THE DEPTH OF DISCRIMINATION ACROSS THE JUDICIAL PROCESS

The three cases presented above were chosen because they illustrate especially well the systematic gender discrimination experienced by all 17 women. By discrimination, we mean that judges regularly cite women’s violations of social expectations of motherhood to justify their guilty verdicts (i.e., mothers should know they are pregnant; mothers should know they are in labor; mothers should know when it is necessary to seek medical care; mothers should act to save their infants even when suffering a medical crisis; mothers should not accidentally injure their babies, etc.). In all cases, such prejudices about how mothers should act appear to have biased the collection of evidence toward incrimination. And in many cases, such prejudices about how mothers should act are used to justify a guilty verdict even in the absence of evidence that a crime has been committed. In this section, we briefly summarize how the remaining cases support these broader claims.

SUMMARIZING THE CASES: It is perhaps useful to first give the reader a sense of the variation found among the 17 cases. Seven of the 17 cases were strikingly similar to the stories we highlighted above. Like Maria Teresa and Mirna, three additional women were arrested after their babies were birthed into a toilet or a latrine. In two of those three cases, the babies survived. And like Carmen, there is one other case where a woman who suffered a stillbirth was convicted of homicide despite the fact that the autopsy stated that the cause of death was “undetermined.”

In another three cases, women stated that their babies were fatally injured during the birthing process. For example, one 19-year-old domestic worker was only six months pregnant when she strained to pick up a large container of wet laundry and felt the baby shoot out of her body, hitting its head on the floor—a story that seems indicative of cervical incompetence, and that is given credibility by descriptions of similar cases in forensic
textbooks (See Knight’s Forensic Pathology text, third edition, p. 444). Nevertheless, the autopsy from this case concluded that the infant’s head injury was not caused by a fall, but rather was likely caused by a third party wielding a blunt object. There is no discussion of what that blunt object might have been, where the blunt object might be found, or why a fall was ruled out in the first place. As with other cases, there was no investigation of the potential medical causes that could account for a fast, premature birth, nor was there discussion of whether such a small fetus was viable in the first place.

The remaining seven cases are significantly more difficult to classify, primarily because the data in the court documents are often incomplete and contradictory. Typically, the women report that their baby was born dead, but the autopsy attributes death to a specific criminal cause, most commonly to strangulation.

Despite these variations in the details of the cases, there were consistent violations in women’s due process.

POLICE: The police regularly failed to collect potential exculpatory evidence at the moment of the arrest, as illustrated in the case of Mirna, above. In Maria Teresa’s case, neighbors report that police were walking through the neighborhood after the incident telling stories about the woman who “threw away her baby,” rather than interviewing neighbors to ascertain the facts of the case. In at least four cases, when hospital staff realized that a woman had given birth, they told someone else to go look for the baby, rather than calling in the authorities. Typically, it was a young girl’s employer (patron) who then found the baby, without any witnesses to testify as to what they found, or without any indication of how they handled the body.

CONTAMINATION OF THE SCENE: In at least nine of the 17 cases, the scene of the alleged crime was clearly contaminated by multiple people prior to the arrival of the police. In one case, the infant’s body was actually cleaned, dressed, and then prayed over all night long by the community, being handled by untold numbers of hands, before one neighbor decided she suspected malfeasance and called the police the following morning.

HOSPITALS: Of the 17 cases, only 9 included even the most basic information about the medical condition of the accused women. In no case did medical staff appear to investigate whether a medical emergency might have occurred. Doctors did not analyze women’s past or present medical conditions, evaluate the placenta, or check for maternal infections, diseases, or chromosomal abnormalities. Even in cases where witnesses report that a woman had lost consciousness, doctors routinely failed to provide estimates of blood loss or any other explanation for the state of unconsciousness, despite the fact that this explanation would be critical to understanding a woman’s capacity to act in the moment of an unexpected, precipitous, out-of-hospital birth. Of the nine women for whom there are limited data, all appear to be anemic, and some severely so. Several had dangerously low blood pressures, complications that could, with more evidence, be indicative of obstetrical emergencies.
LEGAL MEDICINE: According to forensic textbooks, proving infanticide requires that the forensic evidence reach certainty on two key points: first, that the infant was born alive, and second, that someone took a specific action that then resulted in the death of the infant.

In 8 of these 17 cases, forensic doctors “proved” live birth with the lung flotation test. Moreover, judges regularly cited the lung flotation test as a central factor in their decision to find women guilty. Yet the lung flotation test is considered highly unreliable by both forensic experts and forensic textbooks because it is known to generate false positives (See expert testimony, Appendix). A lung may ‘float,’ supposedly indicating live birth, even when the infant was known to have been stillborn. The Knight Forensic Pathology text further states that the lung flotation test becomes increasingly unreliable the later it is performed. Dead bodies begin a process of putrefaction approximately 4 hours after death. As part of this putrefaction process, gases may begin to inflate the lungs, causing even never-respired lungs to float. Not one of the lung flotation tests used to incriminate these 8 women was performed within a four-hour window of the death, suggesting that these tests were especially likely to generate false positives. In several cases, the lung flotation exams were performed up to 20 or 30 hours after death.

More generally, fetal autopsies routinely contained information that was contradictory and incomplete, as demonstrated in our cases above. In several cases, mothers reported that they were in the second trimester of their pregnancy, but the autopsies claimed that the fetuses were “full term,” sometimes not even providing key measurements like infant weight. In one case, an autopsy concluded that a baby was “full term” after listing its length as 51 cm long, and its weight as only 700 grams, two measures that are practically impossible to find in the same fetus. In another case, the forensic doctor describes the defendant’s placenta as intact and normal, while medical records make clear that parts of that supposedly “intact” placenta were retained in the woman’s uterus and removed through a D&C. We suggest that such frequent contradictions in data reporting call into question the care with which many autopsies were conducted.

FISCALIA: The job of the Fiscalía is to find the truth, not to pursue incrimination. Nevertheless, as illustrated in the cases above, the Fiscalía routinely seemed to collect testimonies and evidence that supported a conviction, and regularly failed to gather potentially exculpatory evidence. Moreover, the statements written by the Fiscalía frequently belied the facts of the case. Recall in Carmen’s case that the Fiscalía failed to get testimony from several key witnesses, including the one person who witnessed the birth. Moreover, they pursued incrimination, arguing that Carmen had “violently” killed her baby, even when the autopsy specifically reported that the cause of death was undetermined, and there were no marks on the tiny body. These two patterns continued throughout the cases reviewed here. Maria, for example, was a young domestic worker who professed to be excited about her pregnancy, and heartbroken when she suffered a stillbirth. The autopsy ruled that the infant had died of asphyxiation. Neither the Fiscalía nor the public defender ever sought to interview Maria’s families or friends, who could have verified excitement about her pregnancy. To the contrary, the only testimony presented in the entire trial was that of Maria’s employers, for whom she had only worked for a few weeks.
JUDGES: The gender discrimination that underlies these 17 cases is perhaps most strongly indicated by the judges’ statements. For example, in the case below, a young woman with mental deficiencies, who had already suffered a stillbirth several years earlier, told the courts that her most recent pregnancy also ended in stillbirth. She delivered the baby while home alone, and after suffering from three days of high fever. The autopsy was unable to confirm live birth, and specifically stated that the cause of death was “undetermined.” Yet the judge writes his statement as if he were reading the evidence from an entirely different case. Instead of giving his rational for finding the defendant guilty, he writes as if the guilt has already been clearly established:

“.. (The defendant) injured the legal life of a newborn, which by the fact of being born alive, had the right to exist and to be protected from its birth, especially by its mother...

To reiterate, the judge makes this statement after reviewing trial documents that provide no evidence that the child was born alive, no determination of how it died, and no theory of how the defendant presumebly killed it.

Instead, the judge seems to argue that the young woman was guilty only because she hid her pregnancy:

“No legal motive exists to justify a mother killing her child, much less a defenseless newborn, the evidence in this process demonstrates that the only motive that the defendant had was avoiding public criticism and the rejection by her parents...

...The defendant's psychiatric evaluation found that, although she suffers from a slight mental deficiency, there is no impairment in her ability to discern right from wrong, it is therefore considered that she understood perfectly the illegal nature of her action, and in such a way tried to hide her pregnancy to get rid of the fruits of her conception with impunity.”

Again, it is never stated in the case above what action the woman supposedly took to injure her baby.

Judges also frequently found women guilty while admitting that there was no direct evidence of their guilt. Instead, as in the three cases elaborated above, the judges argued that the circumstantial evidence combined to prove homicide beyond a reasonable doubt:

“Even though there were no witnesses present in the moment to say how the events occurred, we can reliably infer from the circumstances in which the defendant and the remains of the newborn were found...

“This court has not been presented with direct evidence to determine irrefutably that the defendant is responsible... but there exist, for the majority opinion of this Court, sufficient probative indications to deduce said responsibility. “

Importantly, social expectations of motherhood is a central theme in many of the judges’ rulings:
“...[the Court] could not reach any other conclusion than that, if the child was dead and his death had been produced violently, then the author of this action couldn’t be any other person but the mother...”

“...since the first person called to protect the life of a newborn is the mother, because she is the person in whom nature has deposited the procreation of life, and the care to conserve this life, ultimately assuring that this life flourishes; the complete opposite occurred in this case, given that it was the mother herself who, despite being the first obliged to protect this life, was the one who destroyed it with her actions...”

CONCLUSIONS:

On April 1, 2014, the Salvadoran Citizens’ Coalition for the Decriminalization of Abortion submitted 17 requests for pardon to the Salvadoran state on behalf of 17 women imprisoned for the alleged aggravated homicide, or attempted aggravated homicide, of their newborns. The Coalition argues that these women are guilty of nothing more than suffering an obstetrical emergency. Their opponents, many of whom are affiliated with the Pro-life movement, have countered that these 17 women are convicted murderers who warrant 30- and 40-year sentences.

Given this politicized environment, it is important to clarify from the onset that none of these seventeen women appear to have had an abortion. In all cases, women were in either the second or third trimester of their pregnancies, and appear to have given birth naturally, without any artificial provocation. While some were originally charged with abortion, the abortion charges were converted to Aggravated Homicide as their cases moved through the judicial process.

The ultimate purpose of this report is to provide an independent, data-driven evaluation of this question: Have Salvadoran women been sent to prison because they suffered obstetrical emergencies?

The evidence reviewed above clearly suggests “yes;” it is highly probable that Salvadoran women have been imprisoned for obstetrical emergencies. Maria Teresa has been sentenced to 40 years in prison because the judge believed she lied about not knowing she was pregnant, despite substantial documentation that she was telling the truth. Carmen was sentenced to 30 years in prison because the judge interpreted her attempts to hide the stillbirth from her employers as “proof” that she killed her baby. Mirna was sentenced to 12.5 years for attempted homicide because some (but not all) witnesses claimed that she did not help in her daughter’s rescue efforts, despite being in the middle of a clear emotional and medical crisis. In none of these three cases was there physical or testimonial evidence to indicate that a homicide had been committed. In fact, in Carmen’s case, the judge resorts to simply stating that Carmen took an “action” that resulted in the baby’s death, because he is literally unable to name what that action might have been, given that there were no signs of trauma anywhere on the young body (and potential signs of...
medical disease inside the body). In none of these cases did the judges offer any motive for why the women would want to kill their babies. And in none of these three cases is there any physical or testimonial evidence that could contradict women’s stories of obstetrical emergency. Although we only review 3 cases in depth, we believe the majority of the 17 cases represent situations where women suffered obstetrical emergencies.

Our analysis further suggests that the biggest challenge before the Salvadoran state at this juncture is the lack of sufficient data to determine what really happened in the moments surrounding the birth of these infants. As demonstrated above, the court documents we reviewed are frequently filled with contradictions and equivocations. The lack of medical information about women’s health and reproductive history is especially remarkable, but we also find regular gaps in the forensic and testimonial data (ie, no fetal weights recorded because “there was no scale;” no attempts made to interview key witnesses, etc.).

What is perhaps most concerning is that the limited evidence presented in these women’s trials routinely seems to be biased toward incrimination. Judges prioritize incriminatory testimonies and reject testimonies that favor the women. Forensic analyses regularly dismiss women’s stories of obstetrical emergencies yet provide little or no explanation as to why. Medical personnel regularly fail to collect even the most basic data on women’s health and potential health complications. Importantly, judges frequently seem to determine women’s guilt based at least in part on whether they failed to uphold ideals of motherhood (i.e., by hiding their pregnancy, or accidentally injuring their child), more so than whether they committed any crime.

A recent US study of stillbirths occurring in 59 medical facilities found that common causes of stillbirth include cervical insufficiency, placental abruption, preterm labor, abnormalities of the placenta, genetic or structural abnormalities of the fetus, umbilical abnormalities, infection, blood pressure disorders, and other maternal medical conditions. We saw no evidence in the case files that any of these potential factors were considered in the analysis of the 17 cases. More importantly, even in this US study, where the full attention of a well-staffed research team in a resource-rich environment was dedicated exclusively to identifying the causes of stillbirths, the cause of infant death remained undetermined in 40% of the cases. The unfortunate reality is that many stillbirths remain unexplained, even when they occur in resource rich environments under the watchful eyes of medical personnel.

In El Salvador, the Ministry of Health reports that 19 out of every 1,000 clinical births end in perinatal death, defined as a fetal death that occurs after the fifth month of pregnancy or within the first seven days after birth. This translates to more than 700 perinatal deaths

---

each year. Our review of the 17 cases above raises concerns that any Salvadoran women who suffers a stillbirth or other obstetrical emergency outside of a medical facility may be at risk for arrest and imprisonment. Even in cases where the cause of infant death was “undetermined,” or appeared directly related to an obstetrical emergency, judges have still found women guilty, often by suggesting that they had failed as mothers by allowing harm to come to their infants.

Importantly, privileged women are more able to seek medical care, and therefore significantly less likely to be accused of murder for an obstetrical emergency, than are less privileged women. The women who are most at risk of imprisonment for failing to successfully bring a pregnancy to term include poor women who cannot afford to take time off from their work, or who cannot afford the medical exams or medications suggested by hospitals; rural women who do not have easy access to medical care; women whose actions are limited by the violence of an abusive household member or by gang violence in their communities; and women who suffer from physical or mental disabilities. Not surprisingly, these characteristics describe particularly well the 17 women whose cases are reviewed here. The large majority are poor, rural women with limited educational attainment. Three women reported suffering from high levels of abuse and regular death threats at the hands of men in their lives (2 from their compañeros, 1 from a local gang member). At least two of the 17 women suffer from a documented physical or a mental disability. Another four were domestic employees whose actions were monitored by their employers.

In sum, our review of the court documents in the case of the Salvadoran 17 has provided substantial evidence suggesting that Salvadoran women have been imprisoned for obstetrical emergencies. While acknowledging that the data needed to determine “what happened” is inadequate in many of these cases, we nevertheless draw attention to a clear pattern in the kinds of data systematically collected by the courts. Specifically, we find that courts routinely prioritize the collection of incriminatory data, at the expense of exploring possible exculpatory evidence. We further suggest that narratives of motherhood are frequently central to judge’s sentencing rationale. Given these systematic and discriminatory practices, we conclude that the Salvadoran state owes a debt to the 17 women currently serving prison sentences for the aggravated homicide of their newborns. The state further owes a debt to the children of these women, many of whom have been left orphaned, without the love of their mother or the financial resources that her job might have brought to the household prior to her incarceration. Finally, we conclude that the Salvadoran state has an urgent responsibility to develop protocols for the police, medical personnel, forensic specialists, and the Fiscalía to help them understand what data are necessary to objectively and scientifically prove the live birth and intentional homicide of an infant beyond a reasonable doubt, thus protecting from prosecution the more than 700 Salvadoran women every year whose babies die during or shortly after birth due to obstetrical complications.